Traffic Analysis in MapReduce
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Abstract--- MapReduce is a programming model, which can process the large set of data and produces the output. The MapReduce contains two functions to complete the work, those are Map function and Reduce function. The Map function will get assign fragmented data as input and then its emit intermediate data with key and send to this intermediate data with key to the Reducer, where Reducer will get the input from the Map function and then it compute the final output. In-between MapReduce the shuffle is there, which can be sort and shuffle the mapper intermediate data and then it sends to the Reducer. In the Shuffle phase the large amount of traffic would occur and this can leads to even more traffic in the Reducer phase, because of this time and cost also increased, if one or two Mapper and Reducer is processing then it is ok, what if, the thousands of Map and Reducer are processing the job, no one has considered the traffic between the MapReduce, everyone is bothered only about load optimization and load balancing in Big Data, so in order to avoid the traffic in between the MapReduce in this we placed the Aggregator and Check function, in which checks the data come from the shuffle phase and then it removes the user irrelevant data and then reduces the data volume to process further and then sent to the Reducers, by placing the aggregator can reduces the traffic, cost and time and also it reduces the number of Reduce function to process the remaining task. This can be achieved by using the MapReduce distributed algorithm, and finally will show the performance analysis of the traffic reduction in the MapReduce.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Big Data refers to a large amount of data and in which the data is beyond the traditional data base software tool to capture, analyze and manage the data and also to store the data, in the limits of three dimensions are data volume, data variety and data velocity. Where Big Data is not only a raw data volume, which is considered by events, overall history and data transaction, the measuring of Big Data volume in terms of kilobyte, megabyte, gigabyte, terabyte, petabyte, exabyte zettabyte, yottabyte, to extract data volume from all these the Big Data analytics is very important. In the variety of Big Data contains a
structured, semi-structured and unstructured data, in which contains the different variety of data are Internet data in which contains social network, social medias and many others. Primary research data contains surveys, observations and experiences. And secondary research data contains consumer data, industry data reports, competitive and market place data, Business data, and location data contains a mobile device data. Geospatial data and Image data contains a video, satellite image, and supply chain data contains pricing, vendor catalogs, to store and process this variety of data is done by Big Data. To process this variety of data the velocity is very important, where in the Big Data can stores and process the data in the nano seconds.

Big Data Technology is most promising and it has been used Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and MapReduce. The HDFS will provides a storage for clusters and once the data is stores in the HDFS then it breaks into number of small fragments and distributes those small pieces into number of servers which are present in the clusters, where each server stores a small fragment of complete data set and every fragment of data set can be replicated into more than one server, this replicated data set can be retrieved when the MapReduce is processing and in which one or more Map or Reducer fails to process.

A. MapReduce

The MapReduce is the programming model and also it is a framework which can process the large amount of dataset, which contains a two phases are map phase and reduce phase where map phase and reduce phase will get assign the work from the master, it is like a master worker problem, first master will get the data from the user to process and gives the output to the end users, so master will splits the input data into number of small fragments and then it will assign each fragments into a map function, where map and reduce phase contains a map function and reduce function, to process the work, once the master assigns each fragments into map function then map function will process and gives the intermediate values with key, to the shuffle phase where in which can shuffle and sort the intermediate values with key, which would present in between the map and reduce phase, once the shuffle phase is completed its work, then it sent to the reduce phase in this also master will take care of the assigning work to the reducer and then reducer will takes the intermediate data with key then it will process work and produces the final output to the user.

B. Existing System

MapReduce will process the large amount of data, and it can be process in the large set of clusters, and in between map and reduce phase shuffle phase is present, in which phase can sort and shuffle the large set of data and send to the reducer. During this MapReduce process finished within a second then also it produces traffic in the network while processing a large amount of data in MapReduce, due to increase of traffic in MapReduce will require more time than the actual time, and because of this, cost also increases to do the MapReduce job in the Big Data. Everyone consider only load optimization, load balancing in Big Data, and no one has the aware of traffic and cost in MapReduce phase.

C. Limitation of Existing System

- Even though Big Data technology is very advanced and it can have the MapReduce programming model to process the data, it has the traffic problem in it.
- MapReduce can process all the input data using map function and reduce function while doing this, it will not consider the traffic during many number of map nodes data are processing in the network at a time, and it is going through the same network switch at this point of time traffic would occur.
- In the existing system will not considered the data size with key to send from map node to the reduce node.
- Because of traffic problem in the MapReduce will increases the cost to process the data in the MapReduce.

II. RELATED WORK

There are many research have been done regarding the optimization of the MapReduce job and the performance improvement of MapReduce job, load balancing while job processing.

Blanca et al.[18] author investigated and check the low network congestion even though high network utilization, by optimizing usage of network system may provides a better system performance, in this optimizing the network system and ignoring the data processing and combing of the data to reduce the traffic in the MapReduce. And Palanisamy et al [19] explained about the MapReduce resource allocation system and enhance the performance of MapReduce jobs by storing in to the cloud and mapped intermediate data to the local machines, and in this local awareness reduces the network traffic in the shuffle phase generated in the cloud data centre but it is generated large traffic between the MapReduce while processing the
task, because the large set of data has been shuffled once the map function completes its work during this produces the large amount of traffic while process this to the reducer.

Ibrahim et al. [20] is proposed the key partition, where in which checks the intermediate key partition and data distribution with key and value among all machines of map to reducer to checks the correctness of the data. And also the Liya et al. [21] have designed the algorithm of key distribution among the intermediate key value pair to improve the load balancing in the MapReduce. Lars et al. [22] is developed effective load balancing for MapReduce, but in this defined all above have been done a research, and by considering the load balancing in the MapReduce, but no one considering about traffic generated in the shuffle phase and the time required to process the MapReduce in the network containing the traffic in the shuffle phase and also, large amount of data is directly transfer to the reducer to gives the final output to the user.

Condie et al. [23] introduces the combiner function to combine the intermediate data with key value from the map and amount of data to be combined and sent to the reducer. Lin and Dyer [24] proposed an in-mapper combined scheme where in which mapper can preserves the state of intermediate data differently generated with key value pair until all input records have been processed in Map. These to researches have explained about the aggregation in the single Map, these are ignoring the aggregation of multiple map tasks.

### III. SYSTEM MODEL

![System Model of MapReduce](image)

The user will upload dataset to the database to get the desired output from the MapReduce Programming model. In which first Map function will get assign the fragmented data and then it process the task and emits intermediate data with key, which can be sent to the Shuffle phase, where in which can shuffle and sort the data, then sent to the Aggregator, in which can reduce the data volume, traffic and time to process further then it sent to the Reducer, the reducer will compute the final output and the it stores in the database, in which user can retrieve their final output.

In the Fig.1 dataset is given as input and then it splits the number of input splits then it assigns each input splits into the Mapper, once the data is assigns to the mapper then it emits the intermediate data with random key and then it sends to the Shuffle in which phase data is shuffled and sorted, Aggregator will get the input from the Shuffle and then it removes the user irrelevant data and in this reduces the data volume and traffic then it sends to the Reducer. Where Reducer will compute the final output and then sent to user.
IV. AGGREGATOR

In this section, gives the idea about the Aggregator and how it can do the tasks in between the MapReduce. And then how it reduces the traffic in between the MapReduce.

The Fig.2 explains about the Aggregator and Check function, that we are placed an Aggregator and Check function to reduce the traffic in the MapReduce. The Aggregator is to get input from the Shuffle phase and then it removes the user irrelevant data from the Check function by making check in Aggregator and then removing the data from Aggregator, and then sends the user relevant data to the Reducer. Once the Reducer phase gets the data from the Aggregator phase, then it computes the final output. By placing the Aggregator the number of Reducers can also decreased to process the further job in the MapReduce.

Distributed MapReduce Algorithm

1. Set \( t=1 \) and variable \( v \) to the arbitrary positive value.
2. Set \( T \) to the random time.
3. For \( t < T \) do 
4. Distributively assign fragmented data to large number of clusters.
5. Map the data and emit intermediate data with key.
7. Calculate traffic, time and cost from Map to Shuffle.  
   \[ Traffic(M \text{ to } S) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Mapper_{ij} \cdot DataVolume_{ij} \]
   Where M-> Mapper, S-> Shuffle, i->Mapper node and j-> Shuffle node
8. Place aggregator.
   \[ Traffic(S \text{ to } A) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Shuffle_{jk} \cdot DataVolume_{jk} \]
   Where S-> Shuffle, A-> Aggregator, j-> Shuffle node,
10. Reduce the data and Compute final output.
11. $\text{Traffic}(A \to R) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \text{Aggregator } k \times \text{DataVolume } kl$
   Where A-> Aggregator, R->Reducer, k-> Aggregator node, l-> Reducer node.

V. RESULT

In this section explains about the performance in the MapReduce by placing the Aggregator in the MapReduce programming model. In the Fig.3 gives the idea about the traffic and time reduction in the MapReduce, in the Map to Shuffle phase is contains 56.66% of traffic, and it is reduced to 39.66% in the Aggregator to Reducer phase. Even in time also in the Shuffle phase is 34% is reduced to 28.72 % in the Reducer phase. So by placing the Aggregator in between the MapReduce, we achieve the Traffic, time and cost efficiency in the MapReduce programming model for the large set of data. In the Aggregator phase will removes the unwanted data and the sent to the Reducer by doing this can reduce the task of Reducers and cost also reduced to Process the large set of data in the MapReduce Programming Model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

MapReduce is a programming model where in which we are going to reduce the traffic, and time to process the large amount of data set in the MapReduce and will gives the traffic aware to the user and also will gives the time efficiency, this can be done by placing the aggregator in between the MapReduce and calculate reduced time, traffic in each step from Map phase to
Shuffle and Shuffle phase to Aggregator phase and then Aggregator to Reducer phase by using the MapReduce distributed algorithm. And also in this we will show the performance of traffic analysis in the Mapreduce by comparing the time and traffic in the Shuffle and Reducer phase by placing the Aggregator and using the MapReduce Distributed Algorithm.
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